
FoamFree
100%

Made in 
the UK

Recyclable 
Infinity fibre

Recyclable 
steel frame

Meeting the legal requirements for contract use, the Jay-Be™ Visitor 
Folding Bed is a practical and reliable solution for Guest Houses, Hotels 
and other contract environments. The robust steel frame is finished in 
a high-quality epoxy paint for a long lasting new look and the J-Tex™ 
sprung base system offers exceptional support, durability, and comfort. 
The headboard means your guests won’t lose their pillows in the night 
and 360° castors make it easy to manoeuvre. The Visitor’s legs unfold 
automatically so it is also easy to open and close in seconds. 

The Visitor’s J-Tex™ sprung base is made from PVC coated woven 
polyester, a specially engineered technical fabric designed to be stretch 
resistant and offer long term durability. Suspended using high-tension 

springs, the Jay-Be™ J-Tex™ sprung base system is extremely strong and 
independently tested and proven to perform as well as regular permanent 
beds. The mattress’s Infinity Fibre comfort layers are created by bonding 
specially engineered flexible fibres made from sustainable plastic 
materials, preventing them from going into landfill or our oceans. This 
100% foam free mattress is also odourless, hypoallergenic, free of harmful 
chemicals and VOC’s plus it’s increased breathability helps to maintain 
freshness throughout the night.

 This Jay-Be™ folding bed achieves higher British, European and North 
American safety standards than regular domestic beds and comes with a 
free frame guarantee.

Bed weight:  16kg / 35.3lb
Space under bed when open: 25cm (9.8in) 
Mattress dimensions: W77cm (30.3in) L191cm (75.2in) D10cm (3.9in)*

Features
British made with a lifetime frame guarantee
5 Year frame guarantee when used in contract environments
Made from largely recycled and sustainable materials
Suitable for regular use
J-Tex™ sprung base system for durability, support and comfort
Performance Infinity Fibre Mattress
100% Foam Free breathable Infinity Fibre mattress
Free from harmful chemicals & VOC’s (volatile organic compounds)
Exceeds British, European & North American safety standards
Legs automatically open when unfolded
360° castors for easy manoeuvrability
Recommended maximum user weight 160kg*
Suitable for use in contract environments (e.g. Hotels)

Product codes
Folding Bed: 107802 Mattress: 907802

Accreditations
Tested and accredited to British, European and North American 
safety standards including:

Relating to the Frame
BS EN 1725 

Relating to the Mattress
BS EN 597-1 - FR requirement
BS EN 597-2 - FR requirement
BS 6807 - Clause 9 (Source 5) FR requirement
BS 7177 Contract - FR requirements
16 CFR 1633 Standard

Dimensions & Packaging
Packed size: 79 x 30 x 94cm (0.22m3) Weight: 18.2Kg / 40.1lb
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Visitor Contract
Single Folding Bed 
with Performance Aiflow Mattress

Recyclable 
plastic brackets

As well as being sustainable, Infinity Fibre is 
100% foam free which makes this mattress 
completely free of harmful chemicals and VOC’s.

Product is sold subject to Jay-Be® standard terms and conditions. 
See full terms at jaybe.com/legal

*User weights are based on British and European independent safety tests.

*Mattresses are handmade, so dimensions and weights can vary slightly.


